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ABOUT US
All our products are totally comply with ISO 90001 - ISO 14001 and CE
standard,have a great reputation and sales in our domestic market oversea
market sales is developing rapidly.
Our Concept:Create new parking space,harmonize our lives by
optimizing the available space
We believe that the best feature of a product is its quality.We keep focus
on quality and service, and take our best efforts to be the most professional
supplier.

Sichuan Zhihang Hongye Smart Parking Equipment
Pty, Ltd is specializes in parking industry for more than 30 years.
We are located in JINGRONG INNO-HUB Chengdu
City,southwest of China.
As a professional car lift supplier and cooperated with leading
manufacturers, we engaged in research, design, development,
production and distribution different types of smart car parking
equipment, possesses the capacity and technical knowledge to
handle the entire process, including the technical specifications for
installation, in the most cost-efficient and effective way possible

OUR FACTORY
Our workshop has more than 40 welding robots, which are responsible for
more than 80% welding of parts, frame webs and longitudinal beams. A
leading manufacturer in the same industry to realize automatic robot welding.
In addition, we have 4 sets of 3D CNC drilling machines, more than 10 sets
of Z3050 reaming machines and other boring drilling equipment. The frame
drilling process has realized the whole process automation, and the error is
controlled within 0.01mm, which is in the leading level in the same industry.
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PJS--Easy parking car lift
1,Working principle
The Parking equipment includes 2 parking spaces,the upper one and the
lower one.The lower car can be driven in and out directly. The lower car
needs to be driven away before parking or retrieving the upper car

2,Features
1,Simple structure,easy assemble and installation, space saving, fast
parking.
2,The car board is formed by the overall cold bending of the wave plate,
which has strong pressure resistance and strong corrosion resistance.
3,Powder-coated finishing,bright color and durable,beautiful appearance.
4,Multiple safety protection setting to ensure safe and reliable operation and
usage.
5,Economic cost,wide application field, can be used both indoor and
outdoor.

PJS--Pit lifting parking system
1,Working principle
All the spaces of top,middle and bottom,four or three in total,are united and
lift together. Usually,two or three spaces of the middle and bottom are
underground in the pit. The top spaces are in the same line with ground for
cars parking in and out directly. Cars of the middle and bottom spaces can
be driven in and out when the top space are lifted.

1,Features
1,Less land occupation.Take full use of the underground space.
2,Multi-row design is available to increase the number of parking spaces.
3,Having functions of dust proof,rain proof and burglar proof.
4,Simple and reliable,easy for operation;Flowers and grass can be planted
on the top floor to increase the green land area.
5,Designed as full packing,half packing,simple packing and naked packing
for outer packing style.
6,Have no influence on lighting of the building

PJS--Pit lifting parking system

PSH--Vertical horizontal parking system
1,Working principle
Each parking space has a loading plate, and the required accessing vehicle
reaches the ground floor through the ascending, descending and traversing
movement of the loading plate to complete the access process of the
vehicle. The ground-loading board of such mechanical parking equipment is
only for horizontal movement. The upper parking space or the lower parking
space needs to be traversed through the middle layer to lift or lower the
loading plate to the ground floor, so that the driver can drive the vehicle into
or out. garage

2,Features
1,Less land occupation,high space using rate
2,Different types of packing like full packing,half packing,easy packing and
naked packing are available.
3,Low building cost and low manitenance cost.
4,Running smoothly and fleetly,low noise,short accessing time.
5,Multiple safety protection like anti-fall,anti-collosion,anti-overload and a
series of safety protection device.
6,Can be customized accordingly, to achieve 2-8 layer multi-park
design,combined with pit lifting system.

PSH--Vertical horizontal parking system

PCX--Vertical rotary parking system
1,Working principle
The motor drives the transmission mechanism through the reducer, and a
storage bracket is installed at a certain distance on the traction memberchain. When the motor is started, the storage bracket is vertically circulated
along with the chain, thereby achieving the purpose of accessing the
vehicle. It consists of steel frame, carrier,driving system,control system and
detecting system.

2,Features
1. less land occupation, can realize the function of storing 12 vehicles in 2
parking spaces, which can increase the land utilization rate by 6 times.

2. Easy to assemble and move; the construction cost is low and the
construction period is short.
3. Beautiful appearance, easy to integrate into the surrounding environment.
4. Low energy consumption, low noise and green environmental protection.
5. Safe and reliable, fully automated, anti-swing devices is adapted to
protect the car from swing.
6. Highly intelligent, convenient vehicle access, average pick-up time is 75
seconds.

PCX--Vertical rotary parking system

PCS--Vertical lifting parking system
COMB TYPE
1,Working principle
The shape of this parking system is rectangle.Single tower is 3 rows design.The
structure is divided into lifting channel and parking area.The comb type lifter and lifting
system is set in the lifting channel.The parking area is on the left and right side of the
lifting channel.The entrance is set on the ground floor of the lifting channel.Turn table
can also be set at the entrnace.When saving or retrieving the cars,the lifter will get the
car from the parking spaces through comb exchanging and lift the car to the aim floor.
The sliding comb frame will move the car from the parking spaces to the lifting

channel.The turntable will turn the cars around for the convenience of driving out

2,Features
1. Scope of application:outdoor high level/super hight level parking system and indoor

concrete type parking system.
2. Drive mode:traction wire rope drive mode and frequency control.It is low noise,high
working efficiency and safety,low energy consumption
3. Beautiful appearance, easy to integrate into the surrounding environment.
4. Less land occupation.high space utilization, 30 to 60 cars can be parked in 50 square
meters.
5. Customized layout,ground layout or half ground,halft under ground.
6. Suitable for outdoor multi-level parking system and indoor concret type parking
system in public area such as shopping mall ,business building center and so on..

PCS--Vertical lifting parking system
COMB TYPE

PCS--Vertical lifting parking system
CIRCULAR TYPE
1,Working principle
The shape of this parking system IS cylinder or multo prism,The structure can b e
devided into innner cyliner and outer cylinder.The inner cylinder is the lifting channel
which consists of lift, turntable,layer levelness system and carrier.The outer cyliner is the
parking area which is under radiate arrangement.6-12 car parking space can be set at
each floor.Multi entrance can be set at the ground parking area or lifting platform.There
is a living body detection device at the entrance and exit of the device. When there is a
living body, the device does not take any action.

2,Features
1. Beautiful appearance, can be integrated with the surrounding environment; Less land
occupation.high space utilization.
2. With unique rotating truck platform,it is convenient and quick to access the car without
turning the head.
3. Highly intelligent, access to the car and charges are all reserved by the IC card and
mobile APP.
4. The whole equipment adopts steel structure, good ductility, strong plastic deformation
ability, excellent seismic performance and long service life.
5. The equipment can be customized according to the customer's needs for the
combination of all the ground, the whole underground and the above ground and
underground.
6.

Suitable for outdoor multi-level parking system and indoor concret type parking

system in public area such as shopping mall ,business building center and so on.

PCS--Vertical lifting parking system
CIRCULAR TYPE

 Create new parking space,harmonize our lives by optimizing
the available space;
 Limited space, Unlimited parking;

— Our concepte
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Website:www.car-parking-system.com
Email : ionut@car-parking-system. Technical department Mr. Ionut VLONGA. Mob : +40 730 840 112
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